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About This Game

Gravity Ghost is a peaceful gravity hopper: Run, jump, and orbit your way through a handpainted galaxy. Join Iona the ghost as
she searches for her lost best friend, the ghost fox. Explore a shattered galaxy and rescue its survivors, armed with powerups and
mysterious terraforming powers. Meet the 7 magical guardians and best their challenges. There's no killing, no dying, no way to

fail. Just hours of blissing out to buttery-smooth gravity goodness.

Features

100+ Levels of unique gravity challenges

10+ magical powerups, including a gravity-warping 'terraforming' mechanic

Dynamic new soundtrack from the composer of FTL: Faster than Light
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Beautiful handpainted graphics and wildly original creatures

Voice acting by Logan Cunningham, Ash Burch, and Sarah Elmaleh

25+ minutes of fully animated story, hidden throughout game

Keyboard, mouse, and controller support

Optional English subtitles

Available For Windows, Mac, and Linux

Steam Achievements
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Ivy Games
Publisher:
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It looks nice, probably better than any other sim out there, unfortunately it has bugs and glitches. I purchased this sim and
requested a refund 1 hour later. Each and every time I loaded it up there was some kind of glitch that affected the flight and it
was a different type of glitch/bug each time. It is a "far from finished" product as far as I am concerned. Tried flying the
quadcopters ("or drones as they call it"), which seemed sort of okay until I picked the Chameleon. It has no motor sound and the
props don't even spin. There are very few quadcopters so I was a little disappointed. The planes are the same thing, there are
only a few planes and they fly like a turtle crossing the road. They seem very very slow so there is no enjoyment there. Also
when flying the planes the sound of the motor is constant, as you fly farther away or closer, the sound does not change with
distance from the plane. I had fun with the demo while flying the helicopters and thought the sim looked really nice, much
better than any of the more popular sims out there with their graphics that appear to be from 1988. For some reason when I
purchased the item I could not get my Taranis to control the helicopter as it would just wind up the rotors and roll over on it's
side every time I attempted to take off. Tried calibrating about 10 or 15 times and then gave up. It is strange I was able to use
the demo just fine but the actual purchased item I could not get to work properly. If I could have figured out the problem with
the helicopters I may not have asked for a refund but as I said it seemed like every time I loaded up this sim there was a
different type of glitch somewhere in the flight or the take off or the this or that. Maybe it will get better in an upcoming update
and I'll give it a go in the future.. I had a lot of fun with the game. Its simple but I think every 3D platformer fan will enjoy it! It
is easy at first but the last zones offer a good challenge! Controls and visuals are nice.
My only complian: It would be nice to have a menu with all the collectables per level.

Good good guys, keep it up!. I really like this game it is one of the better hacking games on steam at the moment, the story line
is really good i will be trying to complete the game soon after playing, on another plus side the dev is really nice and very
responsive to any changes you might suggest and to fix any bugs you might find. you got to give this game a go i would give it a
big 8\/10, a must buy for anybody into hacking games like myself, and even if your not give it a go you might be surprised..
Solid rhythm game. 2 costume piece packs with an overly restricting character creator in a season pass that don't even have
enough content in them to make people happy they're getting them for like $4. See if I ever buy another season pass from you
cheap mother \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ers.. Welcome to Unforgiving Sentence!

This game gives you a grammar test. :)

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=832939422

I can say this is one of best game ending in my game life.
Thank you Dev! You remind me NES again.

Hard to get win -> But worst ending

FYI, This game contains some bugs!!
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Excellent and very unique twist on the standard Breakout style games we all know well. In this game, you move in a 360 degree
rotational circule around a mass of bricks and maneuver to make the ball follow you moving thru the bricks to destroy them. I
like it, but feel it's missing some of the more fun aspects of brick breakers such as power-ups which I believe would truly make
this game a "breakout" gem itself.

You can watch my 'First Play on Launch Day" First Impressions Review HERE:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3dh7HMI2mTw

Still, a great game and value for the small asking price of $1.99 at launch and it scores an impressive 91% even without the
power-ups I feel that are needed to really make this game shine.

Highly recommended!. Initially bought this game in the shmup sale as I like shmups, it looked passable & had trading cards and
thought, well I can at least sell them and get some money back, however, it is actually a decent game.

Sure it isn't anything specal, but it does the job rather well and there is a decent selection of ships to chose from all with varied
stats I've only tried 2 on the basic mode, and I was so bad at the other modes that I don't remember if you even chose a ship on
them...gotta love 1337 projectile hunting skills. Anyways, the game has 5 different modes, each with their own mechanics [of
which I am still to unlock blitz because I'm just bad]

Onto my complaints about the game.

Firstly it can sometimes feel like you're being ripped off a bit with the almost claustraphobic screen size, could have maybe
done with a little more room to move, as it also appears you cant go fully to the edge of the screen either and your ship is a bit
on the large side, which isn't a problem until you get the levels where you view from above the ship, then things get a bit tight,
also with some enemies coming from behind and just sitting there acting clever because you can't do anything about them it can
induce profanity.

Secondly what I perceive to be a bug where, upon destroying a boss or finishing a level your ship will either be locked in place
or go through a set leaving the area manouvre, but enemy projectiles stay on screen and it can lead to death because they can
still hit you.

Finally we have the enemies shooting at you from out of the field of play, or flying through your plane on a different axis I have
no problem with a few uses of this mechanic, but it was possibly overused, and with some of the ships flying through, its was a
little hard to tell when to be elsewhere.

Even after finding more bad than good to say about the game, I have to recommend it. It's cheap, does pretty much what you
expect from it and passes a decent few hours, unless of course, you don't like shmups. In which case, why the smeg have you
read all of this?. only soundtrack i've ever purchased and i don't regret it. great music. There is so much content in a game so
cheap, not to mention the game is silly and fun. Beautiful graphics, interesting innovation in gameplay, and a brilliant
soundtrack. Fantastic if you're a fan of old similar games such as breakout or crystal hammer.. I remember playing the demo for
this back in '95 and had some good times with this one. Never knew it was an Australian made franchise. Too bad about the
emulation though because the audio was comical and the soundtrack was pretty catchy, at least being DOSBox that can be
corrected. Definitely worth picking the 3DR Anthology package though!. Holy crap...

I love turn-based strategy, but this game is absolutely terrrible. The interface is abysmal (all clicking...only one hotkey). I
thought for sure that this game would be good or at least passable, but omfg I was wrong. Honestly, I bought it for a buck, and I
still wish I could return it, just so the devs don't get their cut for a game like this.

I read the reviews and thought I would give it a chance...don't make the same mistake I did.
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